Guyton diagram

Guyton's diagram brought to life â€” from graphic chart to simulation model for teaching
physiology. Guyton et al. The original lay-out, connections and description of individual blocks
were saved. However, contrary to the old system analysis diagram, the new one is also a
functional simulation model by itself, giving the user possibility to study behaviour of all
variables in time. Furthermore, obvious and less obvious errors and omissions were corrected
in the new simulink diagram. Arthur C. Guyton, with medical students discussing his computer
model of cardiovascular system ntroduction Prof. Guyton, T. Coleman and H. Grand published
article [6] in the magazine Annual Review of Physiology 35 years ago, which was completely
different form than usual physiological articles published until that time. They symbolized
mathematical operations, which were applied on physiological quantities. Connecting wires
between blocks represented complicated feedback connections of physiological quantifies.
Blocks were divided to eighteen groups, which have represented separate physiological
subsystems. Central subsystem symbolized circulation dynamics â€” to which were connected
other blocks kidney, tissue fluid, electrolytes, hormonal control and autonomous nervous
regulation via feedback connections. Instead of giving the reader set of mathematic equations,
the article uses fully equivalent graphical representation. This syntax graphically illustrates the
mathematical relationships in the form of the above mentioned blocks. The description of the
model was given in the form of the principal graphical chart only which was, however, fully
illustrative , explicatory comments and reasoning behind the given formulas were very brief, e.
Later, in , and in Arthur C. It was indeed a turning-point â€” the impetus to start the research in
the field known as integrative physiology. Using the system analysis of the physiological
regulation, the model was for the first time in history able to depict the simultaneous dynamics
of the circulatory, excretory, respiratory and homeostatic regulation. T Figure 2: Overall
regulation model of Circulation - original scheme by A. Guyton kept upgrading and extending
the model later on, and upon request even provided the FORTRAN source code of the model
realization to the interested. In , the model Human appeared [4], representing yet another
milestone in the simulation model development. It gave the possibility to simulate a number of
pathological conditions on a virtual patient cardiac, respiratory, kidney failure etc. Furthermore,
the effect of the artificial organ use on normal physiological functions could have been
simulated artificial heart, artificial ventilator, dialysis, etc. The latest work results by Guyton's
colleagues and students are simulators Quantitative Circulatory Physiology and Quantitative
Human Physiology [1]. Guyton Fig. He introduced many fundamental concepts regarding short
and long time regulation of the circulation and its connection with regulation of circulating
volume, osmolarity and ionic composition of bodily fluids. He worked up great many original
experimental procedures â€” for instance, he was the first one to measure the value of pressure
in the interstitial fluid. However, he was not only innovative experimenter, but also a brilliant
analyst and creative synthesizer. He was able to draw out new conclusions for the dynamics of
processes in the body from the experimental results and thus explain the physiological basis of
a number of regulatory processes in the organism as a whole. It was A. Guyton, who proved
that the long-term regulation of blood pressure is done by kidneys [9]. When you study the
dynamism of regulatory processes, verbal description and common sense are often not
sufficient. Guyton has realized that already in the mid sixties when he studied the factors
influencing blood pressure. Hence, he has searched a more exact way of expressing
relationships, first using connected graphs and finally also computer models. He created his
first computer models, together with his long term colleague Thomas Coleman, in As an erudite
physiologist and a hand-minded person at a same time, he was engaged in biomedical
engineering in times, when this specialization did not yet officially exist. Remarkably, Guyton
did not intend to engage in theoretical medicine at first. His original aim was to work in the
clinical field. After the graduation from the Harvard University in , he began his surgical
internship at Massachusetts General Hospital. His surgical carrier was interrupted by war. He
was called into Navy. However, he worked in bacteriological warfare research during most of
this period. After the war, he returned to the surgery, but only for a short while. In , overworked,
he suffered a bout of poliomyelitis that left serious consequences â€” paralysis of the left arm
and leg has bound him either to wheelchair or crutches for the rest of his life. Later, he has
received a Presidential Citation for his invention. In spite of having job offers at the Harvard
University, he returned back to his hometown Oxford, Mississippi, where he first taught
pharmacology at two year medical school; however, not a long time after that, he became a
head of Department of Physiology at University of Mississippi. He has established a world
famous physiological school in what used to be a rather provincial institute on American scale.
Here, he wrote his world-famous textbook of physiology, originally a monograph that has seen
its eleventh edition already, as well as more than articles and 40 other books. He has trained
many generations of medical students and more than Ph. In , he has passed on the leadership

of the institute to his disciple J. Hall and as a professor emeritus devoted himself to research
and teaching. He has died tragically in an automobile accident in Formalization means
converting a purely verbal description of a relevant array of relationships into a description in
the formalized language of mathematics. Guyton's diagram from Fig 2 is a formalized
description of results of one of the first significant systemic analysis of physiological functions.
Graphic notation for description of quantitative and structural relations in physiological
systems suggested by Guyton was adopted by other authors in the seventies and eighties. For
example, in [2] used slightly modified Guyton's notation in their monograph, covering the
system analysis of interconnection between physiological regulation systems, [11] formulated,
in Guyton's notation, their model of overall regulation of body fluids etc. Later on, for graphic
notation of structure of physiological regulation relations, were used means of simulation
development tools, for example,. Simulink diagrams are very similar to the thirty-five year old
notation used in the original model of A. Therefore we decided to revive the old model by means
of a modern software instrument. We tried to keep the resemblance identical as it was in the
original pictorial diagram - the layout, the disposition of wires and the quantity labels are the
same. The realization of the old diagram is not as smooth as it might seem at first sight because
there are errors and omissions in the original scheme. In a hand-drawn picture, they do not
matter so much, because the overall meaning is still valid most of the errors are present just on
the paper, not in the original FORTRAN implementation. However if we try to bring the model to
life in Simulink, the errors show. The model either behaves inadequately or even becomes
unstable, values of start to oscillate and model complex collapses. There were a few errors â€”
changed signs, multiplier instead of divider, changed connection between blocks, missing
decimal point, wrong initial conditions etc. Being acquainted with physiology and system
analysis, we could have avoided the mistakes with a little effort. Easily detectable error in the
diagram is, for instance, wrong marking of flow direction in the summation block no. It is
obvious, that the rate of increase in systemic venous vascular blood volume DVS is the
subtraction not the summation between all rates of inflows and rates of outflows. Inflow is a
blood flow from systemic arterial system â€” its rate is denoted as QAO, outflow rate from
systemic veins is a blood flow rate from veins into right atrium QVO. Rate change of filling of
vascular system as the blood volume changes VBD is calculated from the difference between
summation of overall capacity of vascular blood compartments and blood volume â€” therefore
VBD is the outflow rate and not the inflow rate, and in the summator it must have a negative
sign. If the model was programmed exactly as depicted in the original diagram, the value of
non-muscle venous oxygen saturation OSV would constantly rise and the model would become
unstable very quickly. Besides, there would be an algebraic loop in the model. Correction is
simple, input to summator no. Small and simple subsystem Red Cells and Viscosity includes
two errors Fig 5. The first is visible at first sight. It is obvious that the rate of change of red cell
mass RCD is the subtraction not the summation between red cell mass production rate RC1 and
red cell mass destruction rate RC2. The second error is obvious as well. During calculation of
portion of blood viscosity caused by red blood cells VIE from value of hematocrit HK according
to the diagram, the viscosity would have to constantly rise, because the value of quantity HM2
would incessantly rise HK is the input to the integrator. According to the diagram, the value of a
variable HM2 is equal to - in stable situation and under normal conditions. Normal value VIE
should be 1. We can find out, by simple calculation, that it is not so, and we will arrive at correct
calculation if we multiply value HM2 by constant HKM instead of division. Thus it is obvious,
that block no. In order to have value of a variable HM2 in stable situation constant and under
normal conditions equal to value , the input to integrator must have block no. Therefore, it is
apparent, that the depiction of feedback has been omitted in the diagram. Corrected diagram is
shown in picture 6 as "Corrected A ". Viscosity is proportionate to hematocrit and the integrator
acts here as dampening element. From experimental data can be derived, that dependence of
viscosity of blood on hematocrit is not linear proportionate [7]. Therefore in later realization of
the model according to source text in Fortran language was the relation between hematocrit HK
and portion of blood viscosity caused by red blood cells VIE formulated as follows: 1 Where:
and which is shown in a diagram in fig. If we compare this picture with the original chart; the
integrator no. Maybe, this exact structure should have been originally drawn in the original
diagram, and by mistake, the integrator was drawn instead of divider and summator. A label
HKM on the left side next to integrator no. An error in subsystem Antidiuretic Hormone Control
is not visible at first sight Fig. According to graphic diagram, the following should hold true:
During stable condition, according to data on graphic diagram under normal conditions, the
values should be: ,. Then the integrator will have no zero value and the system will not be in
stable condition. Where is the error? AHC is normalized concentration of this hormone
according to the norm. How is calculated the normalized concentration of substance from

normalized rate of substance creation? Classic compartment approach will answer our
question. I Figure 6: The error in the subsystem Antidiuretic Hormone Control n subsystems of
conducting ADH creation, aldosterone and angiotensin are calculated in a model from the rate
of hormone inflow normalized as a relative number according to the norm hormone
concentration again normalized as a relative number according to the norm. We come out of a
simple compartment approach - into whole-body compartment inflows hormone at the rate F i it
is synthesised and outflows at the rate F o. Quantity of hormone M in whole-body compartment
depends on balance between inflow and outflow of the hormone. In original Guyton's chart, the
normalized concentration of aldosteron and angiotensin is calculated in this way. In case of
ADH, there is an error in the chart. The normalized rate of inflow in case of ADH:. Instead of ,
there is a graphic representation of relation. Correct relation in case of ADH should be:. The
model was implemented in Fortran language and it functioned flawlessly. Incorrect was only the
graphic depiction of mathematical relations that did not correspond to the model. If somebody
implemented the model exactly according to the depiction, without thinking over and
understanding the meaning of mathematical relations between physiological quantities, then
such a model would not function correctly on a computer. It is interesting, that this complicated
schematic diagram was many times overprinted in several publications and nobody made an
effort to fix these errors. Maybe the authors didn't even want to correct the errors - who took the
pain over analysis of the model, easily uncovered the diagrams mistakes - who wanted just
blindly copy, failed. After all, at that time, the authors even used to send round the program
source files in Fortran language, so if somebody wanted just test the behaviour of the model he
hadn't to program anything at most routinely converted the Fortran program into other
programming languages. In Simulink diagram, we tried to maintain the same distribution of all
individual elements, as in original diagram. The only difference is in the graphic shapes of
individual elements - e. I Figure 7: The pictorial block scheme of the original A. Guyton's model
on the left and the model block diagram in the Simulink software tool. Analogically positioned
and numbered blocks represent the same mathematical operations. Multipliers and dividers:
blocks , , , , , ,, ; sum blocks: , , , , , ; integrator blocks: a ; function blocks cubic function : a ;
high level saturation: between blocks and , low level saturation: between blocks and The
switches can either be set to receive the input values from other subsystems, or directly from
the user, thus disconnecting the block from the rest of the model. Resultant chart of Simulink
model is depicted in Fig 8. We can transform individual physiological subsystems of the model
into form of Simulink subsystems. Graphic chart of the whole model looks rather better
arranged Fig. Then the diagram of the model resembles the interconnected network of
electronic chips â€” instead of electric signals, however, there is a flow of information in
individual conductors - data of the model. Physiological subsystems are represented by
"simulation chips" â€” to their individual input "pins" are connected conductors with input data
and from their output "pins" to other "simulation chips" are distributed signals with information
about the value of individual physiological quantities. Models formulated through network of
"simulation chips" are also the appropriate tool for team collaboration between branches of
study [13]. Such a chart is much more legible also for an experimental physiologist, who does
not have to understand the complicated mathematical structure of computational network
inside a "simulation chip", however he understands the structure and functions of physiological
relations. He can study the behaviour of a model in individual simulation chips on virtual
displays and oscilloscopes, that are standard components of Simulink environment. In fig.
When the reader compares it to a previous picture, he can imagine how the model has
expanded in past 14 years. At the same address, our Simulink implementation of a much
complex sequel of the model from can be found, too. Further, there is also a detailed
description of all mathematical relations used with their reasoning however, for the present in
Czech language only. This structure of Simulink diagram in a form of "simulation chips" is,
however, too abstract for medical students. It is ideal, if their teaching models have the form of
schematic pictures to which they are accustomed, for example from atlas of physiology [18].
Unlike the book, these pictures can be interactive and models running on the background can
enable students to "play" with this physiological subsystem and monitor its response to
various inputs. S Fig Simulink implementation of a Guyton-Coleman model from From
pedagogical perspective it is advantageous, according to our experiences, if we allow
disconnection of individual regulation loops temporarily and study reaction of individual
subsystems separately, which contributes to better understanding of dynamics of physiological
regulations [12]. During creation of teaching applications with use of simulation games, it is
necessary, on the one hand, to resolve the creation of simulation model, and on the other hand
the creation of own simulator. These are two different tasks, whose effective solution facilitates
the use of various developmental tools [14]. Creating simulation models is closely related to

issues of creating formalized description of biological reality, which is the content of worldwide
project PHYSIOME [3, 10]. Creating own teaching simulators is done in the environment of
classic developmental tools for computer programmers for example Microsoft Visual Studio etc.
Future probably lies in simulators available on web and on accessibility of e-learning
educational environment [15, 19]. Nowadays it is possible to run even very sophisticated
models on PC. From technological standpoint there are no obstacles that would prevent PCs
from running learning simulators for practicing medical decision-making. The basis for pilot's
simulator during training pilots is the model of the plane. Similarly, one of the prerequisites
when creating medical simulator is the extensive simulation model of human organism. This
simulation model must include all significant physiological subsystems â€” circulation,
respiration, kidney function, water, osmotic and electrolyte homeostasis, acid-base regulation
etc. Therefore now is the time of renaissance in the formation of large integral models of human
organism and concept of integrative physiology, that Gyuton came up with years ago - at the
present time the practical fulfillment is being achieved. For example at the present time, Thomas
Coleman, one of the co-authors of a legendary article by prof. Simulator consists of two
software packages. The first is the equation solver, named QHP This is the executable file,
prepared for the Windows operating system , xp, Vista. The second is an XML document that
defines the model, the solution control and the display of results. This document is distributed
over a large number of small files in the main folder and several subfolders. The XML schema
used is described in preliminary fashion in another section of this modeling workshop. The XML
document is parsed at program startup. All of the XML files are both machine and human
readable. You only need a text editor such as Notepad, WordPad. Unfortunately, the orientation
in the structure of such a large model is difficult, due to a large number of variables more than
Standardized notation of model structure in XML is easily understandable for the machine, but
for a human it is necessary to provide graphic depiction of structure of physiological regulation
relations. Thus the suggestions that prof. References S. Abram, Hodnett, B. Advannced
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of the determinative role of right heart filling in cardiac output continue to be controversial. This
paper reviews his seminal experiments in detail and clarifies the often confusing concepts
underpinning his model. One primary criticism of Guyton's model is that the parameters
describing venous return had not been measured in a functioning cardiovascular system in
humans. Thus, concerns have been expressed in regard to the ability of Guyton's simplistic
model, with few parameters, to model the complex human circulation. Further concerns have
been raised in regard to the artificial experimental preparations that Guyton used. Recently
reported measurements in humans support Guyton's theoretical and animal work. The support
of blood flow is one of the central goals of clinical medicine, and the understanding of the
regulation of blood flow is the sine qua non of cardiac physiology. Building on the foundational
work of Frank and Starling, Arthur Guyton proposed that characteristics of the venous
circulation were of fundamental importance in the regulation of cardiac output and thus blood
flow. However, several authors have raised strong objections to Guyton's model, and more than
50 years after the publication of his model, there is still debate about whether Guyton's ideas
present a viable model of cardiac control or whether several fundamental misjudgments lie at
the core of Guyton's conclusions [ 1 â€” 4 ]. Traditionally, the heart's accepted role has been
that it not only provides the driving force for blood flow but also determines the total blood flow
[ 5 â€” 7 ]. Simply stated, cardiac output is the product of stroke volume and heart rate. In this

view, all pressures in the heart and circulatory system for example, those measured in the large
veins, in the cardiac chambers, and in the arteries are derivatives of the force generated by the
heart rather than independent variables that might have an influence on the heart's function and
thus cardiac output. At the end of the 19th century, Frank [ 8 ] found that ventricular contractility
was increased if the ventricle was stretched prior to contraction. Building on this observation,
Starling and colleagues [ 9 , 10 ] found that increasing venous return increased stroke volume.
We therefore term the ability of the heart to change its force of contraction and stroke volume in
response to changes in venous return the Frank-Starling mechanism. The ventricle does not
operate on a single Frank-Starling curve. Any heart may operate on a family of curves, each of
which is defined by the afterload, inotropic state, and diastolic compliance of the heart.
Changes in venous return cause the ventricle to move along a single Frank-Starling curve that
is defined by the existing conditions of afterload and inotropy and diastolic compliance. Guyton
felt that three factors were central in the determination of cardiac output: the pumping function
of the heart, the resistance to blood flow through the peripheral circulation, and the degree of
filling of the circulatory system with blood [ 11 ]. If, Guyton reasoned, cardiac output is
governed solely by heart function, then changing either heart rate or the heart's pumping ability
should change cardiac output [ 12 ]. Extending the observations of Brauwald and colleagues [
13 ] that cardiac output was largely unaffected by heart rate when subjects were electrically
paced, Guyton electrically paced the hearts of dogs that had a surgically created arteriovenous
fistula between the aorta and the inferior vena cava [ 14 ]. Prior to the opening of this fistula,
changes in heart rate had no effect on cardiac output. However, when the fistula was opened
causing increased preload as evidenced by high right atrial pressure [P RA ] values , cardiac
output increased in proportion to heart rate changes. The advent of extra-corporeal circuits
allowed Guyton to question whether the intrinsic pumping ability or contractility of the heart
was the sole determinant of cardiac output [ 15 ]. When the pump speed of the extracorporeal
circuit was increased, cardiac output did not increase significantly. However, by increasing the
pump speed enough to lower P RA to zero, the thoracic veins collapsed, thereby limiting flow.
From these observations, Guyton concluded that at steady state the heart played a permissive
role. In Guyton's model, the heart will pump as much blood as is presented to it, within the
limits of intrinsic contractility and heart rate. Guyton had shown that, independently of heart
rate, intravenous volume increases profoundly affected cardiac output. Guyton felt that, in
addition to heart function, characteristics of the peripheral circulation and particularly the
venous circulation played a central role in determining cardiac output. The two key descriptors
of the peripheral circulation that Guyton felt were critical to the understanding of cardiac output
were P RA and 'mean circulatory filling pressure' MCFP. P RA as a determinant of cardiac
output was not a novel concept. Demonstrating this relationship in intact subjects is difficult
because of the numerous compensatory events that occur in response to any change in P RA or
cardiac output. To overcome this, Guyton performed rapid transfusions of anesthetized dogs
that had previously damaged myocardium or that were receiving epinephrine infusions. P RA
can also be seen as an impediment to the flow of venous blood into the right atrium. If P RA
impedes flow, what drives flow? To answer this, Guyton proposed a novel concept: mean
circulatory filling pressure [ 18 ]. Whereas Weber coined the term 'statischer Fullungs druck'
'static filling pressure' , Guyton made 'mean circulatory filling pressure' a central component of
his model [ 19 ]. Earlier authors had recognized some of the concepts contained within it [ 19
â€” 21 ]. MCFP represents the average integrated pressure throughout the circulatory system. It
can be measured by stopping blood flow and allowing the pressures throughout the circulatory
system to reach equilibrium. It may be thought of as a measure of the elastic recoil potential
stored in the walls of the entire circulatory system including the heart and pulmonary
circulation. As such, it is a function of the volume of fluid within the system and the capacitance
of the system. As more fluid enters the circulatory system such as during transfusion , the
MCFP increases because the elastic energy within the system increases. In contrast, increasing
the capacitance of the system due to vessel wall relaxation will decrease MCFP. MSFP
represents the pressure generated by elastic recoil in the systemic circulation during a no-flow
state. MSFP can be affected by the distribution of flow and volume prior to stopping circulation
for example, it will be higher in procedures that obstruct right heart inflow prior to measurement
than in those that do not [ 22 ]. MCFP, and not the arterial pressure generated by the heart, is
what drives the flow of blood toward the right atrium in Guyton's model. This concept has often
been taught by using a bathtub analogy originally proposed by Magder and colleagues [ 23 , 24
]. The rate at which a bathtub empties is a function of the height of water above the drain in the
tub and the tub drain's characteristics, which include the resistance to flow and the pressure
downstream of the drain. In this analogy, the inflow of water from the tap may be thought of as
arterial pressure and flow, the level of water in the tub as MCFP the elastic recoil in the system ,

and the drain as the venous resistance to flow and P RA. The 'force' of flow from the tap arterial
pressure into the tub does not directly affect drainage beyond increasing the level of water in
the tub. It is the elastic recoil of the systemic vessels both veins and arteries that determines
flow in the systemic circulation. If the downstream pressure is the same as the pressure in the
tub, the tub will not empty. It is not explicitly stated in Guyton's early work but it became
obvious in his later writing [ 12 ] that he believed that resistance and capacitance at the organ
and muscle levels were the central issue. During periods of increased oxygen demand exercise,
fever, increased metabolism , the affected organs would release unidentified mediators that
cause vasodilation in their local vascular beds. This concept is similar to both Krogh's and
Caldini's two-compartment model of venous return [ 25 â€” 28 ], wherein the systemic
circulation consists of at least two parallel compartments with different venous time constants.
In the short time constant, blood moves quickly from the arterial system through the vascular
bed into the venous circulation with little resistance. In the long time constant, compartment
transit through the vascular bed takes longer, and less blood is available to fill the venous
circulation. An increase in the proportion of blood flow through the fast time constant
compartment would cause a net decrease in the total transit time of blood flow into the venous
system. Thus, the re-distribution of cardiac output to the short time constant circulation from
the long time constant circulation during exercise or illness might increase venous return and
thus cardiac output [ 29 ]. This cannula was attached to a motorized pump, and the output
cannula was placed in the proximal aorta. MCFP was varied by altering the amount of fluid in
the circulatory system, and P RA was altered by changing the pump speed. To alter P RA ,
Guyton adjusted the height of the Starling resistor relative to heart level, keeping the resistor in
a state of partial collapse. P RA was therefore established by the length of the hydrostatic
column between the level of the resistor and the level of the atrium. MCFP was determined by
stopping the circulation pump and measuring pressures once arterial and venous pressures
had come to equilibrium. Using this model, Guyton was able to describe the first of his now
famous 'venous return curves' Figure 1. Guyton felt this demonstrated that the rate of venous
return is dependent on both the characteristics of the peripheral circulation MCFP and the
impedance to venous return P RA. Relationship between right atrial pressure and venous return
when mean circulatory filling pressure MCFP was held constant at different levels. Redrawn
from Guyton [ 30 ]. Guyton recognized that, during steady-state physiology, venous return must
equal cardiac output and that one therefore could relate cardiac output directly to the
determinants of venous return. This was achieved by graphically superimposing venous return
curves on cardiac function curves. By combining cardiac function curves with venous return
curves Figure 1 in a single diagram Figure 2 , Guyton could display the inter-relationships
between P RA , MCFP, venous return, and cardiac output. The power of this combined model of
cardiac output and venous return is perhaps best demonstrated through the evaluation of
several clinical scenarios. Cardiac function curves can be superimposed on venous return
curves. Cardiac function curves green, blue, and red lines depict the heart function under
different conditions. Venous return curves grey lines represent normal, decreased, and
increased values of mean circulatory filling pressure MCFP. Redrawn and modified from Guyton
[ 30 ]. In Figure 2 the intersection of the cardiac output curve and the venous return curve of a
normal subject occurs at a single intercept: point A, where P RA is approximately zero. With
acute transfusion, MCFP will increase. We can see the effect that this will have on cardiac
output by looking at the intercept of this new venous return curve 'increased MCFP' with the
normal cardiac output curve: point B, which has a higher associated cardiac output. Thus, the
model has predicted that increasing MCFP by volume infusion will increase cardiac output
without an alteration in intrinsic cardiac function -- exactly as Guyton's experiments
demonstrated [ 30 ]. If there is no change in cardiac function, the new intercept point C predicts
a lower cardiac output. Likewise, if MCFP is changed by increasing capacitance as in sepsis
rather than by decreasing volume, the same result occurs. In both situations, the solution is
suggested by Guyton's diagram: by increasing MCFP by infusing volume or decreasing
capacitance with vasoconstrictors , the patient can be returned to normal cardiac output point
A. Recent research and clinical guidelines have promoted early goal-directed therapy EGDT as a
useful paradigm for the resuscitation of patients with severe sepsis or septic shock. Despite the
widespread belief that CVP reflects the adequacy of cardiac preload in critically ill patients,
there is a large body of evidence suggesting that the relationship between CVP and cardiac
output is tenuous [ 32 ]. Rather, CVP represents the interaction between pump function and
venous return and can give meaningful information about volume status if some measurement
of cardiac function is known [ 33 ]. With decreasing cardiac function in a normal subject as after
myocardial infarction , Guyton's model predicts that if MCFP is unchanged, cardiac output will
decrease point D. Interestingly, the model also predicts that P RA will increase. Again, solutions

are suggested by the model. Either increasing cardiac function via inotropic medications or
mechanical support devices or increasing MCFP via volume infusion or venoconstrictors will
return the subject to a normal cardiac output: points A and E, respectively. However, the model
predicts that this will occur at different values of P RA. The clinical examples above
demonstrate the power of Guyton's model of cardiac output. The ability to clearly explain and
predict the outcomes of manipulating the various factors of vascular and cardiac function has
led to the wide adoption and acceptance of Guyton's model. Criticisms of the model fall into one
of two main categories: a that the experiments upon which Guyton's conclusions were based
do not reflect physiologic reality or b that the conclusions drawn are flawed. The central
criticism of Guyton's experiments involves the physical experimental model used to
demonstrate the relationship between P RA , MCFP, and venous return and changes in cardiac
output [ 1 , 5 ]. In Guyton's original paper, this is not described. In subsequent publications [ 15
, 30 , 34 ], it appears that the researchers adjusted pump output to control P RA 'by increasing
or decreasing the minute capacity of the pump' [ 30 ]. One interpretation [ 5 ] of these
statements is that the researchers actively adjusted the pump after each change in elevation of
the Starling resistor to obtain the desired state of partial collapse of the resistor tubing. If this is
so, Brengelmann [ 1 ] suggests, it raises substantial questions about the model used. A central
argument of Guyton's model is that P RA controls cardiac output. If the researchers changed
the pump speed based on the height of the Starling resistor, this experimental model operated
in a fashion that is opposite to Guyton's theory and it was actually pump speed that is, cardiac
output that controlled P RA. It is, however, difficult to imagine how else to test this model,
proponents of Guyton's model might suggest. The model of Caldini and colleagues [ 26 ]
identifies three partial differentials needed to resolve the authors' equation for the vasculature:
cardiac output, P RA , and stressed volume. It is necessary to hold one of these variables
constant to assess the relationship between the other two. Within the experimental model used
by Guyton, this required that pump speed change. The other broad criticism of Guyton's model
is that it contains misinterpretations of the original experimental data, specifically that data
generated from several static measurements have been interpreted as describing the dynamics
of venous return and cardiac output. Critics of venous return curves argue that the technique of
representing the data as curves rather than as a series of discrete, static points encourages the
belief that there are dependent relationships between P RA , MCFP, and venous return. In one
critic's words, 'in that model Additionally, Guyton did not clarify how his model might explain
what occurs when cardiac output is on the flat portion of the cardiac function curve. Until
recently, the measurement of venous return curves in a functioning human cardiovascular
system was elusive. Schipke and colleagues [ 35 ] measured MCFP in humans during cardiac
arrest -- an artificial circumstance. Jellinek and colleagues [ 36 ] studied the effect of increases
in airway pressure on venous return in patients with iatrogenic ventricular fibrillation during
pacemaker implantation. Thus, decreases in cardiac output did not appear to be from decreases
in the venous pressure gradient but rather from increases in resistance to venous return. In the
past year, Maas and colleagues [ 37 ] reported the first measurements of human venous return
curves in intact human circulation. The authors estimated P RA by measuring CVP and
estimated venous return by measuring cardiac output using pulse contour analysis. During
apnea at a variety of inspiratory pressures on mechanical ventilation, Maas and colleagues
constructed venous return curves in individual patients. In a confirmation of Guyton's
theoretical and animal work, the authors found surprisingly linear venous return curves and
found that MCFP changed as predicted by Guyton. However, the estimate of MCFP in this study
was This is considerably higher than previous estimates [ 22 , 23 , 35 ]. It is unclear whether this
may have been due to the experimental protocol or to patient characteristics the subjects were
post-cardiac surgery patients and conceivably had high right-sided cardiac filling pressures due
to chronic or post-operative decreased ventricular function. Despite these concerns, the work
by Maas and colleagues [ 37 ] lends considerable 'real world' support to the use of Guyton's
model in intact human subjects. Arthur Guyton's model of cardiac output governed by the
relationship between P RA values and the MCFP has simultaneously confused and clarified
thinking about cardiac physiology for half a century. That his insights continue to inform debate
is a testament to the flexibility and utility of his model. However, it is critical to remember that
his model is simply that: an approximation of reality, not reality itself. Despite recent human
evidence that supports Guyton's model, several valid concerns about the experimental
preparations from which his concepts derive and about the interpretation of his data exist.
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determinative role of right heart filling in cardiac output continue to be controversial.
Introduction The support of blood flow is one of the central goals of clinical medicine, and the
understanding of the regulation of blood flow is the sine qua non of cardiac physiology. A brief
history of cardiac output Traditionally, the heart's accepted role has been that it not only
provides the driving force for blood flow but also determines the total blood flow [ 5 â€” 7 ].
Guyton's observations and model Guyton felt that three factors were central in the
determination of cardiac output: the pumping function of the heart, the resistance to blood flow
through the peripheral circulation, and the degree of filling of the circulatory system with blood
[ 11 ]. The heart's permissive role in the determination of cardiac output If, Guyton reasoned,
cardiac output is governed solely by heart function, then changing either heart rate or the
heart's pumping ability should change cardiac output [ 12 ]. Factors peripheral to the heart
determine cardiac output Guyton felt that, in addition to heart function, characteristics of the
peripheral circulation and particularly the venous circulation played a central role in
determining cardiac output. Mean circulatory filling pressure Whereas Weber coined the term
'statischer Fullungs druck' 'static filling pressure' , Guyton made 'mean circulatory filling
pressure' a central component of his model [ 19 ]. What controls mean circulatory filling
pressure? Venous return and cardiac output depend on mean circulatory filling pressure To
investigate the effect of MCFP and P RA on venous return, Guyton and colleagues [ 15 ]
cannulated the right atria of 15 anesthetized dogs. Figure 1. Full size image. Clinical utility of
Guyton's model Guyton recognized that, during steady-state physiology, venous return must
equal cardiac output and that one therefore could relate cardiac output directly to the
determinants of venous return. Figure 2. Heart failure With decreasing cardiac function in a
normal subject as after myocardial infarction , Guyton's model predicts that if MCFP is
unchanged, cardiac output will decrease point D. Criticisms of Guyton's model Criticisms of the
model fall into one of two main categories: a that the experiments upon which Guyton's
conclusions were based do not reflect physiologic reality or b that the conclusions drawn are
flawed. Recent studies Until recently, the measurement of venous return curves in a functioning
human cardiovascular system was elusive. Conclusions Arthur Guyton's model of cardiac
output governed by the relationship between P RA values and the MCFP has simultaneously
confused and clarified thinking about cardiac physiology for half a century. References 1. View
author publications. Additional information Competing interests The authors declare that they
have no competing interests. Authors' contributions WRH helped write and edit the manuscript
and provided Figure 1 and 2. Rights and permissions Reprints and Permissions. About this
article Cite this article Henderson, W. Contact us Submission enquiries: Access here and click
Contact Us General enquiries: info biomedcentral. A pressureâ€”volume diagram or PV diagram
, or volumeâ€”pressure loop [1] is used to describe corresponding changes in volume and
pressure in a system. They are commonly used in thermodynamics , cardiovascular physiology
, and respiratory physiology. PV diagrams, originally called indicator diagrams , were developed
in the 18th century as tools for understanding the efficiency of steam engines. A PV diagram
plots the change in pressure P with respect to volume V for some process or processes.
Typically in thermodynamics, the set of processes forms a cycle , so that upon completion of

the cycle there has been no net change in state of the system; i. The figure shows the features
of an idealized PV diagram. It shows a series of numbered states 1 through 4. The path between
each state consists of some process A through D which alters the pressure or volume of the
system or both. A key feature of the diagram is that the amount of energy expended or received
by the system as work can be measured because the net work is represented by the area
enclosed by the four lines. This figure is highly idealized, in so far as all the lines are straight
and the corners are right angles. A diagram showing the changes in pressure and volume in a
real device will show a more complex shape enclosing the work cycle. The PV diagram, then
called an indicator diagram, was developed by James Watt and his employee John Southern â€”
to improve the efficiency of engines. The gauge enabled Watt to calculate the work done by the
steam while ensuring that its pressure had dropped to zero by the end of the stroke, thereby
ensuring that all useful energy had been extracted. The total work could be calculated from the
area between the "volume" axis and the traced line. The latter fact had been realised by Davies
Gilbert as early as and used by Jonathan Hornblower in litigation against Watt over patents on
various designs. Daniel Bernoulli had also had the insight about how to calculate work. Watt
used the diagram to make radical improvements to steam engine performance and long kept it a
trade secret. Though it was made public in a letter to the Quarterly Journal of Science in , [3] it
remained somewhat obscure. John Farey, Jr. Later instruments illus. In the British marine
engineer Nicholas Procter Burgh wrote a full book on the indicator diagram explaining the
device step by step. He had noticed that "a very large proportion of the young members of the
engineering profession look at an indicator diagram as a mysterious production. The diagram
enables calculation of the work performed and thus can provide a measure of the power
produced by the engine. To exactly calculate the work done by the system it is necessary to
calculate the integral of the pressure with respect to volume. One can often quickly calculate
this using the PV diagram as it is simply the area enclosed by the cycle. Note that in some
cases specific volume will be plotted on the x-axis instead of volume, in which case the area
under the curve represents work per unit mass of the working fluid i. In cardiovascular
physiology , the diagram is often applied to the left ventricle , and it can be mapped to specific
events of the cardiac cycle. PV loop studies are widely used in basic research and preclinical
testing , to characterize the intact heart's performance under various situations effect of drugs,
disease, characterization of mouse strains ,. The sequence of events occurring in every heart
cycle is as follows. The left figure shows a PV loop from a real experiment; letters refer to
points. As it can be seen, the PV loop forms a roughly rectangular shape and each loop is
formed in an anti-clockwise direction. Very useful information can be derived by examination
and analysis of individual loops or series of loops, for example:. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Guyton's PV graph. Thermodynamics The classical Carnot heat
engine. Classical Statistical Chemical Quantum thermodynamics. Zeroth First Second Third.
System properties. Note: Conjugate variables in italics. Work Heat. Material properties. Carnot's
theorem Clausius theorem Fundamental relation Ideal gas law. Free energy Free entropy.
History Culture. History General Entropy Gas laws. Entropy and time Entropy and life Brownian
ratchet Maxwell's demon Heat death paradox Loschmidt's paradox Synergetics. Caloric theory
Theory of heat. Heat ". Thermodynamics Heat engines. Main article: Pressureâ€”volume loop
analysis in cardiology. Essentials of Human Physiology. Archived from the original on The
Indicator Diagram Practically Considered. Spon, Hills and A. Pacey January "The measurement
of power in early steam-driven textile mills," Technology and Culture , vol. Retrieved Physiology
of the cardiovascular system. Central venous Right atrial ventricular pulmonary artery wedge
Left atrial ventricular Aortic. Ventricular remodeling. Compliance Vascular resistance Pulse
Perfusion. Pulse pressure Systolic Diastolic Mean arterial pressure Jugular venous pressure
Portal venous pressure Critical closing pressure. Baroreflex Kininâ€”kallikrein system
Reninâ€”angiotensin system Vasoconstrictors Vasodilators Autoregulation Myogenic
mechanism Tubuloglomerular feedback Cerebral autoregulation Paraganglia Aortic body
Carotid body Glomus cell. Hidden categories: Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. The
classical Carnot heat engine. Laws Zeroth First Second Third. Heat engines Heat pumps
Thermal efficiency. System properties Note: Conjugate variables in italics Property diagrams
Intensive and extensive properties. Material properties Property databases Specific heat
capacity. Thermal expansion. Equations Carnot's theorem Clausius theorem Fundamental
relation Ideal gas law Maxwell relations Onsager reciprocal relations Bridgman's equations
Table of thermodynamic equations. Caloric theory Theory of heat Vis viva "living force"
Mechanical equivalent of heat Motive power. Maxwell's thermodynamic surface Entropy as
energy dispersal. Book Category. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pressure-volume

diagrams. Blood flow Compliance Vascular resistance Pulse Perfusion. This CellML model has
not been validated. The equations in this file may contain errors and the output from the model
may not conform to the results from the MODSIM program. Due to the differences between
procedural code in this case C-code and declarative languages CellML , some aspects of the
original model were not able to be encapsulated by the CellML model such as the damping of
variables. Work is underway to fix these omissions and validate the CellML model. We also
anticipate that many of these problems will be fixed when the CellML 1. Arthur Guyton was an
American physiologist who became famous for his s experiments in which he studied the
physiology of cardiac output and its relationship with the peripheral circulation. The results of
these experiments challenged the conventional wisdom that it was the heart itself that
controlled cardiac output. Instead Guyton demonstrated that it was the need of the body tissues
for oxygen which was the real regulator of cardiac output. The "Guyton Curves" describe the
relationship between right atrial pressures and cardiac output, and they form a foundation for
understanding the physiology of circulation. The Guyton model of fluid, electrolyte, and
circulatory regulation is an extensive mathematical model of human circulatory physiology,
capable of simulating a variety of experimental conditions, and contains a number of linked
subsystems relating to circulation and its neuroendocrine control. This is a CellML translation
of the Guyton model of the regulation of the circulatory system. The complete model consists of
separate modules each of which characterise a separate physiological subsystems. The other
modules characterise the dynamics of the kidney, electrolytes and cell water, thirst and
drinking, hormone regulation, autonomic regulation, cardiovascular system etc, and these
feedback on the central circulation model. This particular CellML model describes the flow of
blood around the circuit from arteries, to veins, to heart, to lungs, and back to heart again. It
also calculates the resistances and the effect of various factors on the resistances. In other
words, this section presents the basic hemodynamics of the circulatory system. There are
several publications referring to the Guyton model. One of these papers is cited below:.
Circulation: Overall Regulation, A. Guyton, T. Coleman, and H. Granger, , Annual Review of
Physiology , 34, PubMed ID: This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.
Search Models. Models Home Exposures Documentation Log in. Description of Guyton
circulatory dynamics module. Model Structure Arthur Guyton was an American physiologist
who became famous for his s experiments in which he studied the physiology of cardiac output
and its relationship with the peripheral circulation. A systems analysis diagram for the full
Guyton model describing circulation regulation. A schematic diagram of the components and
processes described in the current CellML model. One of these papers is cited below:
Circulation: Overall Regulation, A. Source Derived from workspace Guyton, Circulatory,
Dynamics, at changeset c5ecdae Collaboration To begin collaborating on this work, please use
your git client and issue this command:. Tools Compare CombineArchive Web. License This
work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3. Navigation Description of Guyton
circulatory dynamics module Description of Guyton circulatory dynamics module. Site Map
Accessibility Contact About. What factors are responsible for the matching of cardiac output
and venous return? Are the same factors acting on both, or are they independent? And what
role does right atrial pressure CVP to the rest of us play in determining cardiac output? In
contrast, reading the reference list at the end of this chapter for A much better resource for the
trainee who still insists on text would probably be this section on doctorlib. When reproducing
this diagram, the trainee needs to keep in mind that every textbook everywhere has made a
completely arbitrary choice with regards to the labelling and scale. It seems one can put any
combination of numbers on either axis. Some authors don't even bother. For a quick sketch, the
essential elements of such a diagram are:. As you can see, this is an inverse relationship. Thus,
as right atrial pressure decreases, the venous return flow increases, until it has reached a
plateau. There is usually a sharp elbow to these diagrams, but as the original graphs below
demonstrate, the in-vivo relationship is much smoother than that. Again, all of this comes from
e xperiments by Guyton, in s. Now that we have both the cardiac and the vascular curves in
hand, and knowing that they are plotted on the same axis, the next natural step is to combine
them into one diagram, which is occasionally referred to as the Guyton diagram for some
reason. Yes, you are right, the only additional element is the steady state operating point. At
this right atrial pressure, the cardiac output and the venous return are equal. This is in fact a
defining characteristic of the cardiovascular system, as - apart from momentary variations - the
cardiac output and the venous return must be equal. Guyton and colleagues' dog preparation
allowed them to vary the mean systemic filling pressure by adding or subtracting fluid from the
circulatory system while all the other variables remained fixed. In this way, they were able to
record a series of venous return curves which ultimately made their way into all the textbooks:.
Thus, the linear relationship between RA pressure and venous return remains unchanged which

makes sense, because that is a pressure gradient but the maximum venous return value
increases. Now, let us plot this on the same coordinates as the cardiac output. Observe what
happens to the steady state operating point:. So, with the increase in volume, the RA-venous
return relationship shifts right, and the steady state point migrates up along the cardiac output
curve. This is exactly what would happen if the venous compliance were to change. The
increase in venous smooth muscle tone would increase the size of the "stressed" volume see
the preload chapter again and shift the curve to the right, i. If all the volume variables remain the
same, but the contractility increases, the venous return and cardiac output both increase:. The
mean systemic filling pressure remains the same, However, as the cardiac function curve has
shifted to the right, so has the steady state point, which means that the increase in cardiac
output is associated with a decrease in right atrial pressure. If the total peripheral vascular
resistance i. Venous blood volume would therefore decrease more of the blood is now stuck in
the arterial circulation. So the steady state point would shift down, as below:. This model,
therefore, suggests that as arterial resistance increases, there is an increased amount of blood
being sequestered on the arterial side of the circulation, i. Cardiac output drops, and the right
atrial pressure This is not how the cardiovascular system behaves". Which brings us to:. If one
had the education of future intensive care specialists as one's primary goal, one would have to
say that the main objective of studying these relationships is to generate a simplified model of
the cardiovascular system, which:. And you could then use this model to describe preload and
contractility, the effects of giving a fluid bolus, or the effects of giving vasopressors and
inotropes - in short, it becomes a convenient instrument of education. Those of us at the
bedside are thankfully insulated from this unpleasantness, and it is possible to carry on with a
fruitful career in critical care medicine with only the faintest appreciation of these issues, safely
using fluid and vasoactive substances. Beard, Daniel A. Guyton, Arthur C. Guyton, A. Lindsey,
and Berwind N. Satterfield, and
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Jeff W. Persichini, Romain, et al. Henderson, William R. Springer, Cham, Andrew, Philip. Pt 23 :
Sunagawa, Kenji. All SAQs related to this topic. All vivas related to this topic. In summary: The
cardiac and vascular function curves describe the cardiac response to preload and the venous
response to cardiac output as two interdependent functions. The cardiac function curve is
cardiac output as a function of right atrial pressure. As contractility increases, the curve shifts
up A plateau is seen with higher RA pressures The vascular function curve is venous return as
a function of right atrial pressure. Changes to the operating conditions of the cardiovascular
system can change the position of this equilibrium point in a predictable manner: An increase in
preload volume, MSFP increases cardiac output, up to a maximum plateau permitted by
contractility and heart rate, and is associated with an increase in the right atrial pressure.
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